Time-dependent density-functional theory calculations of triplet-triplet absorption.
We present density-functional theory calculations of triplet-triplet absorption by three different approaches based on time-dependent density-functional theory (DFT): unrestricted DFT linear response, open-shell restricted DFT linear response applied to the triplet state, and quadratic response with triplet excitations applied to the ground state. Comparison is also made with corresponding results obtained by Hartree-Fock and multiconfiguration self-consistent-field response theory. Two main conclusions concerning triplet-triplet transitions are drawn in this study: First, the very good agreement between unrestricted and restricted DFT results indicates that spin contamination of the triplet state is not a serious problem when computing triplet-triplet spectra of common organic molecules. Second, DFT response calculations of triplet-triplet transitions can be affected by triplet instability problems, especially for the combination of DFT quadratic response with functionals containing fractional exact Hartree-Fock exchange.